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According to expert surveys and extrapolating current progress, there could be significant
progress in AI this century, leading to what has been described as transformative AI or even
Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). This would involve substantial risks, as capable AI systems
may be hard to control and could have devastating effects on society if used by malicious
actors. Potentially, advanced forms of AI could constitute an existential risk to humanity. The
topic, hence, deserves much more attention, both the technical aspects of how to create safe
systems (AI alignment) as well as their governance (AI governance).

Computational resources (compute) refers to the computational infrastructure required to run AI
training and inference and is, therefore, a necessity for AI.
Due to its unique properties (quantifiability, rivalrousness, excludability) and state of affairs, such
as a concentrated supply chain, compute may be one of the most promising ways to steer the
development of beneficial and safe AI.

I put readings into the following buckets:
1. Compute in the AI Production Function: Why compute matters for AI

○ Compute is one of the key drivers of AI progress.
2. Compute Supply Landscape How chips are produced and used
3. Compute Governance How can we govern compute to achieve beneficial AI outcomes?

○ Using compute as a governance node by either (a) monitoring, (b) restricting, or
(c) promoting access.

4. Compute-Based Transformative AI Forecasting
○ How much compute we might need to achieve certain transformative and

potentially dangerous capabilities
○ How much compute we will have in the future and which computing paradigms

will dominate
5. Others: Books, research questions, related topics, newsletters, podcasts, career advice,

forecasting

https://aiimpacts.org/2022-expert-survey-on-progress-in-ai/
https://www.openphilanthropy.org/research/some-background-on-our-views-regarding-advanced-artificial-intelligence/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_general_intelligence
https://futureoflife.org/existential-risk/existential-risk/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AI_alignment
https://www.allandafoe.com/opportunity


Overview
Pieces that cover all of the domains above:

● Transformative AI and Compute [Summary] (11 min), Heim, 2021
○ Next to algorithms and data, computational resources (compute) are a major

input into AI advancement. With AI systems doubling in compute usage
approximately every six months, scaling compute has arguably been a main
driver of recent progress. Understanding this input can thus help us forecast
future developments and quantify the progress and capabilities of AI systems.
Because compute has unique properties and states of affairs, it may present a
promising opportunity for the long-term governance of AI. This area is called
compute governance.

● Computational Power and the Social Impact of Artificial Intelligence, Hwang, 2018
○ Some early work on the connection of compute and AI. Provides a good overview

but is a bit outdated.

1 Compute in the AI Production Function
Pieces that cover the role of compute in developing more powerful AI systems

● AI Chips: What They Are and Why They Matter, CSET, Khan, 2020
○ Modern AI training requires specialized hardware. Those AI chips outperform

general-purpose chips (CPUs) in speed by ten to a thousand times for machine
learning applications and are thus much more energy efficient. Due to their high
cost, training a large model can cost up to $1m. The main advantages of AI chips
over CPUs are parallel computing and faster memory access. The report further
outlines types of AI Chips and current trends.

1.1 Compute as an input to AI systems
● The AI Triad and What It Means for National Security Strategy, CSET, Buchanan, 2020

○ “Three components make deep learning happen: data, algorithms, and
computing power. Together, I call these components the AI triad.”

1.2 Compute usage trends in AI
● Compute Trends Across Three Eras of Machine Learning, Sevilla et al., 2022

○ Summary on Alignment Forum
○ Twitter summary
○ Database: Parameter, Compute and Data Trends in Machine Learning

● AI and Compute, OpenAI, Amodei & Hernandez, 2020
● Compute Trends — Comparison to OpenAI's AI and Compute, LessWrong, Heim et al.,

2022
○ Compares the two analyses above

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AAIebjNsnJj_uKALHbXNfn3_YsT6sHXtCU0q7OIPuc4/edit#gid=0
https://www.lesswrong.com/s/bJi3hd8E8qjBeHz9Z/p/XJYdnHQqpengWn3xb
https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.08971
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/ai-chips-what-they-are-and-why-they-matter/
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/the-ai-triad-and-what-it-means-for-national-security-strategy/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.05924
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/XKtybmbjhC6mXDm5z/compute-trends-across-three-eras-of-machine-learning
https://twitter.com/ohlennart/status/1493521176286609412
https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-compute/
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/sDiGGhpw7Evw7zdR4/compute-trends-comparison-to-openai-s-ai-and-compute


1.3 Scaling laws
Exploring the connection of compute and capabilities of AI systems.

● Scaling Hypothesis Gwern.net
○ Introduction to the Scaling Hypothesis, that AI systems will continue to get more

powerful through increasing their compute input
● Scaling Laws for Neural Language Models, Kaplan et al. (OpenAI), 2020

○ Studies the optimal allocation of a fixed compute budget and derives laws for
compute scaling.

● Training Compute-Optimal Large Language Models, Hofman et al. (DeepMind), 2022
○ Update towards data being relatively more important than Kaplan et al, 2020

above found
● New Scaling Laws for Large Language Models, LessWrong, 1a3orn, 2022

○ Summary and comparing the papers above
● Chinchillas Wild Implications, LessWrong, nostalgebraist, 2022

○ The new scaling laws proposed by DeepMind are a major update toward
compute being relatively less important and data potentially being a bottleneck
for building bigger systems.

● Extrapolating GPT-N performance - AI Alignment Forum, Finnveden, 2020
● Scaling laws for other domains

○ Scaling Laws for Autoregressive Generative Modeling, OpenAI, Henighan et al.,
2020

○ Will we run out of ML data? Evidence from projecting dataset size trends, Epoch,
Villalobos et al., 2022

1.4 Compute Efficiency
Algorithmic improvements allow us to achieve similar capabilities for less compute. Therefore,
monitoring them informs the prioritization of compute.

● AI and Efficiency, OpenAI, Hernandez & Brown, 2020
● Revisiting algorithmic progress, Epoch, Erdil & Besiroglu, 2022

2 Compute Supply Landscape
● Supply Chain Explorer, CSET, Emerging Technology Observatory, 2022

○ Interactive summary of the compute supply chain, great to get an appreciation for
its complexity and learn about specific inputs

○ A blog post about the main takeaways

2.1 Semiconductors supply chain
With semiconductors, I usually refer to the production of chips — most notably the
semiconductor supply chain.

https://www.gwern.net/Scaling-hypothesis
http://arxiv.org/abs/2001.08361
http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.15556
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/midXmMb2Xg37F2Kgn/new-scaling-laws-for-large-language-models
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/6Fpvch8RR29qLEWNH/chinchilla-s-wild-implications
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/k2SNji3jXaLGhBeYP/extrapolating-gpt-n-performance
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.14701
https://epochai.org/blog/will-we-run-out-of-ml-data-evidence-from-projecting-dataset
https://openai.com/blog/ai-and-efficiency/
https://epochai.org/blog/revisiting-algorithmic-progress
https://chipexplorer.eto.tech/
https://eto.tech/blog/five-takeaways-chip-supply-chain/


● Quick introduction graphics to the semiconductor industry, Twitter, Leandro, 2022
○ The first page covers types of chips and how they are made, the second

continues with the production, discusses Moore's law, and gives a brief
introduction to the industry's history

● The Huge Endeavor to Produce a Tiny Microchip, NYT, Clark, 2022
○ Short introduction to chip production with a lot of photos. Fabs (factories

producing chips) are sophisticated facilities with large cleanrooms with controlled
conditions for producing microscopically precise chips. Construction costs billions
and needs various specialized equipment.

● The Semiconductor Supply Chain, CSET, Khan, 2020
○ Summarizes each component of the semiconductor supply chain and where the

United States and its allies possess the greatest leverage
● China, Semiconductors, and the Push for Independence - Part 1, Substack, Li, 2021
● Decoupling in Strategic Technologies, CSET, Hwang & Weinstein, 2022

2.2 High-Performance Computing (HPC) and AI
● Reinventing High-Performance Computing: Challenges and Opportunities, Reed et al.,

2022
○ Twitter summary
○ I think this paper provides a decent overview of HPC and upcoming challenges

(among others for AI).
● A Roadmap for Big Model (withdrawn, older version here), Yuan et al, 2022

○ Paper from China laying out a roadmap for creating big models. Section 4 lays
out some important considerations for computing and training such “big models”.
While this paper has been accused of plagiarism, I still think it provides a decent
overview of the challenges for AI compute.

● Exascale Computing Technology Challenges, Shalf et al., 2011
○ As clock speed increases become more difficult due to physical limits of shrinking

transistor size, parallelizing on the chip could deliver further performance gains.
The paper explores connected challenges.

2.3 Trends in Computing Hardware
● Moore's Law, AI, and the pace of progress, LessWrong, Veedrac, 2021

○ Some insights into recent hardware trends and why they (don’t) matter for AI.
● Benchmarks (not necessarily a “reading” but rather a resource)

○ Benchmarks are useful to measure progress in computing hardware. Find below
some commonly used benchmarks for HPC and ML-specific workloads. Note that
various caveats apply.

○ TOP500 / Graph500 / Green500
■ The TOP500 benchmark is not an ML benchmark and uses different

computation schemes (FP64 etc.). Some of them have GPUs, some

https://twitter.com/Invesquotes/status/1516429054018310157
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/08/technology/intel-chip-shortage.html
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/the-semiconductor-supply-chain/
https://lillianli.substack.com/p/china-semiconductors-and-the-push?s=r
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/decoupling-in-strategic-technologies/
http://arxiv.org/abs/2203.02544
https://twitter.com/ohlennart/status/1518656432438226947
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.14101
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.14101v1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.14101v3.pdf#section.4
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-642-19328-6_1
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/aNAFrGbzXddQBMDqh/moore-s-law-ai-and-the-pace-of-progress
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/G4KHuYC3pHry6yMhi/compute-research-questions-and-metrics-transformative-ai-and#B__Metrics
https://www.top500.org/


don’t. One should expect new systems to have GPUs and be usable for
AI workloads.

○ ML Commons Training HPC
■ Benchmark suite for ML training

○ Trends in GPU price-performance, Epoch, Hobbhahn & Besiroglu, 2022
● Predicting GPU performance, Epoch, Hobbhahn & Besiroglu, 2022

2.4 Where’s all the compute?
● The world's distribution of computation (initial findings) - Machine Intelligence Research

Institute, MIRI, Naik, 2014
● [Note that I would be interested in an updated investigation of this. Got a couple of ideas

on how to go about it.]

2.5 What’s next in computing?
● There's plenty of room at the Top: What will drive computer performance after Moore's

law?, Leiserson et al. 2020
○ Although Moore’s law has been slowing down in the last years, further advances

in computing could be gained through better algorithms, code and specialized
hardware.

● The Hardware Lottery, Hooker, 2020
○ Our current hardware paradigms are dictating which AI innovations succeed.

● The decline of computers as a general purpose technology, Communications of the
ACM, Thompson, 2021

○ We will see more specialized chips in the future — first specialized ones for AI
and then even for different AI workloads (such as inference and training).

● Beyond CMOS: the Future of Semiconductors, IEEE IRDS, 2018

3 Compute Governance
The previous reading layed out the technical foundation of AI and compute. Compute
Governance focuses on compute as a governance lever by either monitoring, restricting, or
promoting access.

3.1 Motivation
● AI Governance: Opportunity and Theory of Impact, Allen Dafoe (Centre for the

Governance of AI), 2020
○ General motivation for governing advancing AI systems to limit risks to society

coming from different aspects of the technology
● Section 6 in Compute Governance and Conclusions - Transformative AI and Compute

[3/4], Heim, 2021
○ Compute is a uniquely governable input into AI systems because it is specialized,

expensive, highly centralized and requires physical space and energy to be

https://mlcommons.org/en/training-hpc-20/
https://epochai.org/blog/trends-in-gpu-price-performance
https://epochai.org/blog/predicting-gpu-performance
https://intelligence.org/2014/02/28/the-worlds-distribution-of-computation-initial-findings/
https://intelligence.org/2014/02/28/the-worlds-distribution-of-computation-initial-findings/
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aam9744
https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.aam9744
http://arxiv.org/abs/2009.06489
https://doi.org/10.1145/3430936
https://irds.ieee.org/home/what-is-beyond-cmos
https://www.allandafoe.com/opportunity
https://www.lesswrong.com/s/bJi3hd8E8qjBeHz9Z/p/M3xpp7CZ2JaSafDJB
https://www.lesswrong.com/s/bJi3hd8E8qjBeHz9Z/p/M3xpp7CZ2JaSafDJB


deployed. This means restrictions on compute can be enforced more easily than
restrictions on data or algorithms.

● Compute and Antitrust, Verfassungsblog, Haydn Belfield & Shin-Shin Hua, 2022
○ We argue that the antitrust and regulatory literature to date has failed to pay

sufficient attention to compute, despite compute being a key input to AI progress
and services, the potentially substantial market power of companies in the supply
chain, and the advantages of compute as a ‘unit’ of regulation in terms of
detection and remedies.

3.2 Existing policy work relevant to Compute Governance
● UK’s Future of Compute Review (2022)

○ The UK government calls for proposals to establish a national compute strategy
○ Future of compute review - submission of evidence, CLTR, Whittlestone et al.,

2022
■ Suggests enabling more access to compute for academia and beginning

to monitor (AI) compute.
○ GovAI Response to the Future of Compute Review - Call for Evidence, Heim &

Anderljung, 2022
■ Suggests structured access to AI compute favoring research focused on

interpretability and safety and ensuring that irresponsible actors do not
get access.

● US National AI Research Resource (NAIRR) Request for Information (2022)
○ Relevant to any discussion around giving academics more compute and setting

up (inter-)national computing centers.
○ Submission to the Request for Information (RFI) on Implementing Initial Findings

and Recommendations of the NAIRR Task Force, GovAI, Heim & Anderljung,
2022

■ Suggests giving academia access to pre-trained models via an API while
ensuring research is conscious of safety concerns and favoring actors
doing safety-relevant research.

3.3 Promoting Access through Compute Funds
As machine learning models get increasingly larger, research requires access to large amounts
of compute. Consequently, there have been calls to establish compute funds to provide
subsidized access for academia.

● White Paper | Building a National AI Research Resource, Stanford HAI, Ho et al., 2021
○ Proposes a US national project to give academia access to compute to ensure it

can work on state-of-the-art AI models.
● Compute Funds and Pre-trained Models, GovAI, Anderljung et al., 2022

○ Suggests giving academia access to large AI models via structured access
○ Twitter summary

https://verfassungsblog.de/compute-and-antitrust/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/future-of-compute-review
https://www.longtermresilience.org/post/future-of-compute-review-submission-of-evidence
https://www.governance.ai/research-paper/future-of-compute-review-call-for-evidence
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2022/05/25/2022-11223/request-for-information-rfi-on-implementing-initial-findings-and-recommendations-of-the-national
https://www.governance.ai/research-paper/submission-nairr-task-force
https://www.governance.ai/research-paper/submission-nairr-task-force
https://hai.stanford.edu/white-paper-building-national-ai-research-resource
https://www.governance.ai/post/compute-funds-and-pre-trained-models
https://twitter.com/ohlennart/status/1513572670109061124


■ Based on the above recommendation, we submitted to the US National AI
Research Resources (NAIRR) task force (see section above)

3.4 Measuring compute
Measuring compute is crucial for understanding the AI capabilities of relevant actors. It’s also a
prerequisite to regulating or allocating compute.

● Large-scale computing: the case for greater UK coordination, UK Government, 2021
○ Describes the economic value of computing infrastructure and suggests more

public investment
● Measuring national compute capacity for Artificial Intelligence (AI): existing measurement

tools and preliminary findings, OECD, 2022 (not declassified yet)
○ Related blog posts

■ Measuring compute capacity: a critical step to capturing AI's full economic
potential, OECD.AI, Strier et al., 2022

● Most countries don’t know how much compute they have. As
compute is a key driver for innovation, they will need to measure it
to make informed decisions. To stay competitive, countries will
need to invest into national compute resources.

■ Reducing the carbon emissions of AI, OECD.AI, Patterson, 2022
● Suggests reducing carbon emissions of AI training by supporting

further efficiency gains in algorithms and hardware and
incentivizing the use of green energy.

3.4.1 Monitoring compute
● Why and How Governments Should Monitor AI Development, Whittlestone & Clarke,

2021
○ Governments already face challenges in relation to governing AI. These will get

more severe as systems advance. To make informed decisions and notice trends
early, they should set up mechanisms for monitoring different aspects of AI
developments as well as their impacts.

● Pieces mentioning and discussing compute monitoring
○ Toward Trustworthy AI Development: Mechanisms for Supporting Verifiable

Claims, Brundage et al. (OpenAI), 2020
■ 4.2: The lack of standards is an obstacle to more widespread reporting of

compute used for training AI systems. AI labs should start reporting their
system specifications in more detail to encourage a wide adoption of the
procedure.

○ Open Problems in Cooperative AI, DeepMind, Dafoe et al., 2020

3.4.2 Verification
Verifying and proving the amount of compute one has.

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/large-scale-computing-the-case-for-greater-uk-coordination
https://oecd.ai/en/wonk/ai-compute-capacity
https://oecd.ai/en/wonk/ai-compute-capacity
https://oecd.ai/en/wonk/reducing-ai-carbon-emissions
http://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12427
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07213
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07213
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08630


● Joint Verification Experiments, Arms Control Wonk, Krepon, 2011
○ [requires explanation]

3.5 Export Restrictions
For the moment, this is mostly focusing on the semiconductor supply chain.

● All hardware and compute publications by CSET:
○ Banned in DC - Examining Government Approaches to Foreign Technology

Threats, CSET, Corrigan et al., 2022
○ Securing Semiconductor Supply Chains, CSET, Khan, 2021

● Slowing Moore's Law: How It Could Happen, Gwern, Branwen, 2017
● Digitizing Export Controls: A Trade Compliance Technology Stack? , Center for Strategic

and International Studies (CSIS), Reinsch & Benson, 2021
● Microsoft and OpenAI’s comment to BIS, O’Neal & Clark, 2020

○ advocates for “smart” export controls
● CoCom’s daughter?, CSET, Weinstein & Wolf, 2022 discusses the potential for new

multilateral export controls.
○ Associated presentation

3.5.1 US Export Restrictions from October 2022
The Biden administration restricted the export of advanced AI hardware and tools and software
required to build it to China (and Russia) in September 2022. (Here's the official PDF.)

● Choking Off China’s Access to the Future of AI , CSIS, Allen, 2022
● Media summaries:

○ SemiAnalysis: China and USA Are Officially At Economic War – Technology
Restriction Overview

○ NYT: Biden Administration Clamps Down on China’s Access to Chip Technology
● South China Morning Post: Tech war: US chip restrictions could cost 0.6 per cent of

China’s GDP and weigh on yuan, according to Barclays report
● Freeze-in-Place: The Impact of US Tech Controls on China, Rhodium Group, Goujon et al.,

2022
● New Chip Export Controls and the Sullivan Tech Doctrine with Kevin Wolf
● A Bombshell For U.S.-China Tech Relations

3.6 Hardware Security
● AI Verification: Mechanisms to Ensure AI Arms Control Compliance, CSET, Mittelsteadt,

2021
● The Malicious Use of Artificial Intelligence: Forecasting, Prevention, and Mitigation,

maliciousaireport.com, Brundage et al., 2018
○ See secure hardware recommendations

● AI Research Considerations for Human Existential Safety, Critch & Krueger, 2022

https://www.armscontrolwonk.com/archive/402990/joint-verification-experiments/
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publications/?fwp_topic=hardware-and-compute
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publications/?fwp_topic=hardware-and-compute
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/securing-semiconductor-supply-chains/
https://www.gwern.net/Slowing-Moores-Law
https://www.csis.org/analysis/digitizing-export-controls-trade-compliance-technology-stack
https://www.regulations.gov/comment/BIS-2020-0029-0056
https://cset.georgetown.edu/article/cocoms-daughter/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajC5yIoFZFE
https://t.co/sVENwdho1h
https://www.csis.org/analysis/choking-chinas-access-future-ai
https://www.semianalysis.com/p/china-and-usa-are-officially-at-economic
https://www.semianalysis.com/p/china-and-usa-are-officially-at-economic
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/07/business/economy/biden-chip-technology.html
https://www.scmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3199860/tech-war-us-chip-restrictions-could-cost-06-cent-chinas-gdp-and-weigh-yuan-according-barclays-report
https://www.scmp.com/tech/big-tech/article/3199860/tech-war-us-chip-restrictions-could-cost-06-cent-chinas-gdp-and-weigh-yuan-according-barclays-report
https://rhg.com/research/freeze-in-place/
https://www.chinatalk.media/p/new-chip-export-controls-explained
https://www.noemamag.com/a-bombshell-for-u-s-china-tech-relations/
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/ai-verification/
https://maliciousaireport.com/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.04948


○ See secure hardware recommendations
● Structured Access: An Emerging Paradigm for Safe AI Deployment , Shevlane, 2022

○ See discussion of hardware-level mechanisms to control access to models
● Some specific technical papers on the above mechanisms:

○ Hardware-Assisted Intellectual Property Protection of Deep Learning Models,
IEEE, Chakraborty et al., 2020

○ Deep-Lock: Secure Authorization for Deep Neural Networks, Alam et al., 2020
○ AdvParams: An Active DNN Intellectual Property Protection Technique via

Adversarial Perturbation Based Parameter Encryption, Xue et al., 2021

3.7 Compute Providers
Compute providers are at the end of the supply chain and provide access to compute as a
service. How could they be governed?

● Structured access: an emerging paradigm for safe AI deployment, Shevlane
○ Blog post summarizing it:

3.8 Corporate Compute Governance
What could actors providing compute, such as AI hardware companies, do for AI safety?

● [soon]

4 Compute-Based Transformative AI Forecasting

4.1 TAI forecasting
● Updates and Lessons from AI Forecasting, Steinhardt, 2021
● More Is Different for AI, Alignment Forum, Steinhardt, 2022
● AI Timelines: Where the Arguments, and the "Experts," Stand, Cold Takes, Karnofsky,

2021
○ Overview of current attempts at AI forecasting
○ Grokking “Forecasting TAI with biological anchors”, LessWrong, Ho, 2022

■ Well written and visualized summary of bio-anchors report

4.2 Forecasting compute
Forecasting how much compute we might need and how much we will have.

● Draft report on AI timelines Alignment Forum, Cotra, 2021
○ Split into two aspects: (I) how much compute we might need based on biological

anchors, and (II) how much compute might be available.
● Forecasting Compute - Transformative AI and Compute [2/4], EA Forum, Heim, 2021
● Projecting compute trends in Machine Learning, Epoch, AI Alignment Forum, Besiroglu

et al., 2022

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.05159
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9218651
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.05966
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.13697
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.13697
https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.05159
https://www.governance.ai/post/sharing-powerful-ai-models
https://bounded-regret.ghost.io/ai-forecasting/
https://www.alignmentforum.org/s/4aARF2ZoBpFZAhbbe
https://www.cold-takes.com/where-ai-forecasting-stands-today/
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/wgio8E758y9XWsi8j/grokking-forecasting-tai-with-biological-anchors
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/KrJfoZzpSDpnrv9va/draft-report-on-ai-timelines
https://forum.effectivealtruism.org/posts/YNB39RyJ7iAQKGJvq/forecasting-compute-transformative-ai-and-compute-2-4
https://www.alignmentforum.org/posts/3dBtgKCkJh5yCHbag/projecting-compute-trends-in-machine-learning-2


4.2.1 Interpreting AI compute trends and the limits
● Interpreting AI compute trends, AI Impacts, Carey, 2018
● Reinterpreting “AI and Compute”, AI Impacts, Garfinkel, 2018
● The Computational Limits of Deep Learning, Thompson, 2020

○ I don’t agree with their exact numbers and how they draw the comparison,
however, I think the main message still holds.

● How Much Longer Can Computing Power Drive Artificial Intelligence Progress?, CSET,
Lohn & Musser, 2022

○ Note that their model does assume that computing cost stays constant. Also,
they assume a 3.4-months doubling time which is not up to date anymore.

● [TODO: link my draft on “This can’t go on”]

4.3 Takeoff scenarios and compute
● Inference cost limits the impact of ever larger models, LessWrong, Mindermann, 2021
● Definition of Hardware overhang on AI Impacts

4.4 Brain Comparisons and analogies
● Brain Efficiency: Much More than You Wanted to Know, LessWrong, Canell, 2022
● How Much Computational Power Does It Take to Match the Human Brain, Open

Philanthropy, Carlsmith, 2021

5 Others
Anything that doesn’t fit into the above categories.

5.1 Books
● Chip War, Christopher Miller, 2022

○ Gives a broad overview of the history of semiconductors and the conflicts around
them, shedding light on many contemporary issues.

5.2 Research Questions
● Some AI Governance Research Ideas, Anderljung & Carlier, 2021
● AI Governance Needs Technical Work, EA Forum, Baker, 2022
● [TODO: add updated doc]

https://aiimpacts.org/interpreting-ai-compute-trends/
https://aiimpacts.org/reinterpreting-ai-and-compute/
http://arxiv.org/abs/2007.05558
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/ai-and-compute/
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/zTDkhm6yFq6edhZ7L/inference-cost-limits-the-impact-of-ever-larger-models
https://aiimpacts.org/hardware-overhang/
https://www.lesswrong.com/posts/xwBuoE9p8GE7RAuhd
https://www.openphilanthropy.org/brain-computation-report
https://www.christophermiller.net/semiconductors-1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/13LJhP3ksrcEBKxYFG5GkJaC2UoxHKUYAHCRdRlpePEc/edit#heading=h.759074zafivf
https://forum.effectivealtruism.org/posts/BJtekdKrAufyKhBGw/ai-governance-needs-technical-work


5.3 AI chip architecture
If you want to have a more in-depth understanding of AI accelerators, here’s a great series. My
best guess is that this is probably not relevant for most projects. However, some understanding
might be helpful in categorizing new innovations.

● AI Accelerators — Part I: Intro, Medium, Fuchs, 2022.
○ Youtube interview and summary: All about AI Accelerators: GPU, TPU, Dataflow,

Near-Memory, Optical, Neuromorphic & more (w/ Author)
● Tutorial on Hardware Accelerators for Deep Neural Networks, by Emer et al., MIT/ Nvidia
● Memory [to explain]

○ …
● Interconnect [to explain]

○ An Overview of Efficient Interconnection Networks for Deep Neural Network
Accelerators, IEEE, Nabavinejad et al., 2020

5.4 Compute and carbon emissions
When talking about compute many people are concerned about carbon footprints. Unfortunately,
there have been some wrong numbers going around, and I think this aspect is less important
than often claimed. Still, knowing a bit about it is useful. Next to this, it provides some insights
into the economics and distribution of AI workloads in data centers.

● The Carbon Footprint of Machine Learning Training Will Plateau, Then Shrink, Paterson
et al., 2022

○ Predecessor paper: Carbon Emissions and Large Neural Network Training,
Patterson et al., 2021

5.5 Podcast Episodes
● Danny Hernandez on forecasting and the drivers of AI progress, 80,000 Hours
● TSMC Deep Dive with Asionanometry, Compounding Curiosity, 2022

○ Some interesting insights into Taiwan and its TSMC cult.
● The Asianometry Podcast (audio version of YouTube channel linked below)

○ Semiconductors: Everything You Wanted to Know
● Markus Anderljung on AI Policy , The Inside View, 2022
● [add the last three ChinaTalk episodes]

5.6 Career advice
● What does it mean to become an expert in AI Hardware?, EA Forum, Phenicie 2021
● Expert in AI hardware - Career review, 80,000 Hours, 2021

5.7 Newsletters
● SemiAnalysis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r6NUO_bymuA
https://medium.com/@adi.fu7/ai-accelerators-part-i-intro-822c2cdb4ca4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQoyypYTz2U&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQoyypYTz2U&t=4s
http://eyeriss.mit.edu/tutorial.html
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9189825
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9189825
https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.05149
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.10350
https://80000hours.org/podcast/episodes/danny-hernandez-forecasting-ai-progress/
https://pca.st/t3mxn9kd
https://pca.st/oe7bbyya
https://theinsideview.ai/markus
https://forum.effectivealtruism.org/posts/HrS2pXQ3zuTwr2SKS/what-does-it-mean-to-become-an-expert-in-ai-hardware-1
https://80000hours.org/career-reviews/become-an-expert-in-ai-hardware/
https://semianalysis.substack.com/


● The Asianometry Newsletter
● Fabricated Knowledge
● Semi-Literate
● Sometimes touches on hardware/compute

○ ChinAI Newsletter
○ CSET Newsletter

5.8 Youtube Channels
● TechTechPotato
● Asianometry

5.9 Forecasting Platforms
● INFER Pub has many forecasting questions on microelectronics in regards to China and

the US
● Metaculus has many questions related to compute and TAI timelines

5.10 Bonus: Information/Compute Security
I think information security is related to compute governance. To put it simply, we won’t be able
to restrict access to compute if you can just hack into the cluster and misuse it.

● Information security considerations for AI and the long term future, EA Forum, Ladish &
Heim, 2022

● Podcast: Nova DasSarma on why information security may be critical to the safe
development of AI systems, 80,000 Hours, 2022

https://asianometry.substack.com/
https://www.fabricatedknowledge.com/
https://semiliterate.substack.com
https://chinai.substack.com/
https://georgetown.us20.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=248119f7a6386759c3a4f7155&id=fcbacf8c3e
https://www.youtube.com/c/TechTechPotato
https://www.youtube.com/c/Asianometry
https://www.infer-pub.com/challenges/28-will-the-u-s-regain-and-retain-a-two-generation-lead-in-microelectronic-technology
https://www.metaculus.com/questions/?order_by=-rank&main-feed&search=FLOP
https://www.metaculus.com/project/ai-fortified-essay-contest/
https://forum.effectivealtruism.org/posts/WqQDCCLWbYfFRwubf/information-security-considerations-for-ai-and-the-long-term
https://80000hours.org/podcast/episodes/nova-dassarma-information-security-and-ai-systems/
https://80000hours.org/podcast/episodes/nova-dassarma-information-security-and-ai-systems/

